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A specially planned mother-anddaughter Saturday is upended by a
series of disappointments that end in
the daughter comforting her mother
by saying that being together was the
most important thing.
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Walking his dog at dusk, a boy
catches glimpses of the lives around
him in a lyrical ode to autumn
evenings, exploring one's
neighborhood and coming home.
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Combining playful artwork and
whimsical invented language in this
story of friendly insects who build a
tree fort together before a hungry
predator swoops in to disrupt their
fun.
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Upon discovering that his pants are
wet in an embarrassing way, young
Reuben the bear is reassured by his
friends that sometimes accidents
happen and that there is no reason to
be ashamed.
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Walking with her mother to the park,
an exuberant little girl hears music in
the sounds all around her that inspires
her to sniff, snap and shake before
bursting into an impromptu dance
that is joined by other children.
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Two siblings, along with their
grandmother and mother, spend a day
taking in the sights at the park.
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A cheerful color-concept book that
presents a slice of Latino culture
through food and fun.
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A read-aloud introduction to
opposites invites young children to
join Bear and Mouse as they spot all
the contrasts in their cozy glen home.
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A loving family navigates the laughout-loud efforts of a little girl as she
negotiates her way into her parents'
big bed.
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A little boy embarks on a search for a
lion while a lion begins a hunt for a
tasty lunch, in a story that
complements a classic theme with a
whimsical twist at the end.
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A laugh-out-loud story depicts a
chimpanzee whose mysterious bad
mood escalates into a meltdown
when his friends give well-intentioned
advice instead of just letting him have
a much-needed grumpy day.
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